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GROUP THEORETICAL APPROACH TO SOUEEZED STATES USING GENERALIZED
BOSE OPERATORS.

Jacob Katriel’, Rasetti A. 0(ab,d)

Generalized, kboson HolsteinPrimakoff realizations of SU(2) and

SU( 1,1) are introduced In terms of generalized bose operators. The

corresponding group theoretical coherent states are studied with

respect to their squeezing properties relative to kboson
dynamical viables.

The group theoretical coherent state manifold [1] corresponds to the
factor space 6/H, where the group 6 has a representation acting on a
vacuum state 10’ whose stability subgroup Is H. Any Lie algebra with a

faithful nxn representation 1X1),

[X1XJJ = CXk (1)

has an nmode boson representation defined by

I a’Xa5 (2)

that (2) is a representation or (1) follows from the boson commutation

relations

[ar,ast]= (r,s i,2,”n). (3)

However, for such a representation the group theoretical coherent state
manifold 6/H, obtained by exponentlation of elements of the corresponding
Lie algebra, Is trivial; since in this case the stability subgroup H of the
vacuum Is 6 itself, This follows because, for each I,

exp(2)10> exp( I ar1Xiras) 10> = 10>, (4)

on using
arlO>=O.
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A way out of this impasse Is to use a HolsteIn PrImaof I realIzation [2]
of 6, whIch does not have the simple bilinear ion. (2). For example, for

SU(2) the standard one boson H-P realIzation Is
at ‘Jt)

(5)
J3=n-

Clearly, the stability subgroup of the vaciiin is now generated by
(J3,JJ, strictly contained In su(2), and so a non—trivial coherent state

manifold 6/H results.
We may further refine this process by introducing the multi-boson

operators [31,
((n/kI(n—k)l/n j 1/2 (at )k (7)

which satisfy [A(k)A(k)1l I. These operators were originally

introduced by Brandt and Greenberg [31. They were investigated [41,
generalized [51 and applied to the linearization of the quartic oscIllator [51
as well as to the analysis of the time dependence of nonlinear optical
phenomena such as second harmonic generation [51. GeneralIzed bose
operators were implicit In DemkoVs treatment of the namical algebra of
the multidimensional anisotropic harmonic oscillator [7].

The canonical transformation
at -->(k)(at)A(k)’ (8)

forms an abelian semigroup. This follows from

(ke) (k°’ (k(k)t A(kk)’ P(kk)(at). (g)

This semigroup cn be extended to group b postult1ng the existence of

fl the operators of the form fork E N. This group is Isomorphic

with Q, the group of the positive ratlonels under multiplicetlon.
Using the k-boson operators the H-P realIzation for SU(2) becomes

= + I -(n/kI)ln/kKn-k)i/nl
}l
/2(at )k

(10)
(k) /!iI

[in (7) and (10) above, Lxi means the greatest integer less than or equal to
x; functions of the operator n are evaluated on the eigenstates of n as the
corresponding functions of the elgenvaluel. The generalized harmonic
oscillator (Weyl group), SU(2) and 511(1,1) coherent states are



Iz;k> = exp(IzI2/2)exp(zk)1 ‘ ‘)

Iz;k,> exp[zJ zwJ)] J>

( I+112)-a m km where z tan(zI)/IzI
71 O

and
Iz;k,o) expIzJ zMJ1LT3;J)

(j 2) km
771 O

respectively. z will be referred to as the coherence parameter.
For conventional uncertainty calculations of the electromagnetic field

components x(at + a)/42 and p1(a’a)/J2, only terms <aA>, for Al or 2,
arise; as a consequence only the values k I and k2 are significant in (7)
and (9). Introducing the generalized dynamical variables

X(k(k)t+k))/J2
(12)

P(k)i(k)tA(k))/J2
we find that matrix elements of k boson operators with respect to k boson
states depend only on the fractional boson index rW/k. This is closely
related to the semigroup property expressed by eq. (9). MatrIx elements
corresponding to SU( I, I) operators can be obtained from those of 5U(2)
operators by Mlnkowskl’s unita trick, I. eS,, replacing by . When only
the first and second moments of the position operators are discussed
nontrIv1al results are only obtained for Integral and half Integral values
o’ r. For the 5U(2) representations, for which the carrying space is finite
dimensional, both the integral and the half-integral position (or
momentum) uncertainties have finite minima for finite values of the
coherence parameter. For SIX I, I) the uncertainties corresponding to
half-integral r have finite minima, whereas those corresponding to
integral r values can be made arbitrarily close to zero, for any G, by an
appropriate choice of the coherence parameter. For the generalized
harmonic oscillator coherent states the position uncertainties have finite
minirra for half-integral r and are monotonically decreasing to zero upon
increase of the coherence parameter to infinity



convent tonal harmonic osciflator coherent

Ax (or Ap) Is squeezed to some finite optima) value
[10, 1,13], The most squeezed state is obtained for
ri/2 [10].

rha1f- integer
The minImal Ax keeps reducing upon increase of 0, the
o’> limit being that obtained for the generalized
harmonic oscillator coherent state.

the optimal value of x, for any 0, is zero.
rha1f-integer

the optimal value of Ax increases with o, reaching the
as the SU(2) state for 6 -> [111.

for the conventional Holstein-Primakoff realizations
[12] whIch correspond to a restricted class of irreducible
representations, the optimal values of Ax coincide with
those for SU(2) [14].

Recent work on the KoisteinPrimakoff realizations corresponding to all
the unitary irreducible representations of the symplectic groups [15 and

We summarize some of the results obtarned
1.GsWeyl Group

r I

r—integer >

states [8];

axisemonotoniceilg
coherence parameter,

r=half-integer

the
z —,

Ax=Ap= 112. No squeezi [9],

decreasing function of
vanishing in the limit

SU(2)
For any value of U AX has some finite minimal value at
some finite value of the coherence parameter

r=integer
The minimal Ax is squeezed to lower and lower values

26=

36=

upon increase of 0, the 0> limit being zero.

SU( 1,1)
rinteger

sanie limit
4 6 = SU(n)

references therein] suggests
of squeezed states

some further possibilities for the generation
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In response to a question of Professor C. Quesne we point out that the
k boson operator A(k)’ generates k sets of generalized coherent states

€xoHz2/2)exp(zA(k)1Nb, i=0, 1,2, ,k— 1.

In the above we have only investigated the set corresponding to 1=0,
denoted by izk>

T e soiuto of the identity can be wrItten in the fo

h-u
(I/n) 1fz,k;i><z,k,fl d2z I.

To ciarfy thc properties or Adk)’ we note further that

fl1Tfl Kn÷ I )k I), frO, 1,2, ,k— 1.


